
Photo 1! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Name __________________________________ 

History of Photography! ! ! ! ! ! ! !    You earned ________ out of 10 possible points.

Writing About Art
Analyzing Methodologies 

Read “Approaches to Art” from the book, Looking at Art by Laurie Schneider Adams. You may
also find the website, http://www.writingaboutart.org/index.html helpful.

1. Choose any photograph to analyze and identify it below. Youʼll be writing an analysis of this photo to practice your art 
writing skills in preparation for writing your exhibition review and research paper. When you pick your image, keep in 
mind that this analysis will be easier to write if it was created with an artistic intention.

Title

Artist

Date

2. In at least 150 words (1 long paragraph) describe your photograph in as much detail as possible. It is helpful to 
imagine that your reader has never seen the image before and does not have access to a reproduction of it. Describe 
the basic physical qualities of the image; give its dimensions and note the processes used to create its negative 
exposure and positive print (for example “calotype printed on salt paper”).

Next, consider the formal properties of the work taking care to limit your discussion to elements that you see with your 
eyes. While you do not have to write about each of element, considering as many as possible will provide a formal 
foundation that will assist in an interpretation of the work.

Identify the period or art historical style the photo adheres to ·Decide whether the work is abstract or representative· 
Consider the photographerʼs use of light, shade, and when appropriate, color ·Describe line and shape quality (for 
example, hard & thick or light and delicate) ·Identify important compositional features like rhythm, balance, and 
repetition ·Discuss remarkable or eyecatching features ·Be sure to also discuss elements like texture, contrast, use of 
blur and space.

3. In at least 300 words (3 paragraphs), analyze your photo using one of the methodologies of art historical analysis 
explained and demonstrated in the reading. Develop  an understanding of the piece by peering deeper and going 
beyond its obvious qualities. Consider what the work might mean and defend your position.

✴ Iconography considers the meaning of content and subject matter in the work 
✴ Marxism considers the economic factors affecting artistic production and meaning 
✴ Feminist  analysis considers the social, cultural and economic elements of the work as they relate to the gender 

of depicted subjects and imagined/ actual viewers ·
✴ Semiotic analysis considers the manner in which signs within the work communicate particular meanings to the 

viewer (how and why the signs signify specific ideas) 
✴ A biographic analysis uses the details of an artists life to infer meaning in their work
✴ A psychoanalytic approach combines elements of all of the approaches to glean a deeper, psychological 

understanding of the work and its effects on the viewer
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